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ABSTRACT

This thesis is composed of two essays that explore how to motivate health-promoting
behaviors. The first essay, entitled “Does Nutrition Education Reduce Delay Discounting?,”
examines whether nutrition education reduces delay discounting. For this essay, we utilize a
survey designed to measure the key discount parameters in a quasi-hyperbolic discounting
model, and administer it in a 2 x 2 factorial design to freshman non-nutrition majors, freshman
nutrition majors, senior non-nutrition majors, and senior nutrition majors. We then estimate a
difference-in-differences model to capture the effect of nutrition education. By measuring time
preferences with food domain questions, instead of monetary value responses, nutrition
education seems to have a significant effect on delay discounting. Our analysis, therefore,
provides guidance for designing more effective interventions to help increase overall health by
increasing the knowledge of nutrition content, as well as delay discounting in health decisionmaking. The second paper, entitled “Are We Reaching Those Most In Need?: Motivation
Profiles and Willingness-to-Participate,” explores potential negative psychological spillover
effects (i.e., ‘crowding out’ effects), which can complicate incentives’ effectiveness. To
understand this ‘crowding out’ effect, we explore whether, and how, people with different types
of motivations respond differently to weight control programs with and without incentives. This
paper utilizes a first-hand collected data set that contains measurements on different types of

motivations with a Treatment Self-Regulation Questionnaire (TSRQ). We find that when
incentives are absent, intrinsically and extrinsically motivated people respond differently. Also,
the value size of the incentives produces different results based on participant motivation profile
in terms of participants deciding to change their mind from declining to participate, to accepting
to participate in the program. These findings provide useful information for weight control
program’s targeted recruitment strategies and can improve intervention design to minimize
negative spillover from incentives.

Two Essays Analyzing the Behavioral Economics Underlying Health Decisions:
Delay Discounting and Crowding Out Effect

Yuri Woo

GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT
This thesis is composed of two essays that study the behavioral economics to motivate
health-promoting behaviors. The first paper, “Does Nutrition Education Reduce Delay
Discounting?,” studies delay discounting, or delayed gratification, which is an important research
topic because it plays a role in producing numerous health outcomes, such as obesity. It is
important to understand how the delay discounting process relates to unhealthy diets. People who
discount the value of future outcomes prefer immediate rewards (e.g., enjoyment/taste) even
though a larger reward from delaying exists (e.g., good health status). In this paper, we aim to
provide evidence over whether nutrition education reduces delay discounting. Our analysis,
therefore, provides guidance for designing more effective interventions to help increase overall
health. The second paper, “Are We Reaching Those Most In Need?: Motivation Profiles and
Willingness-to-Participate,” explores the potentially negative psychological spillover effects (i.e.,
‘crowding out’ effects), which can complicate incentives’ effectiveness because it can make
targeted behavior (i.e., the aim to improve one’s health) less desirable. To understand this
‘crowding out’ effect, our paper examines how different types of motivations (i.e., intrinsic and
extrinsic motivations) influence people’s willingness-to-participate in a weight control program
with and without incentives. This analysis provides further guidance for designing more effective
interventions by considering different recruitment strategies to target different individuals, which
can minimize the negative spillover of incentives.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Since obesity is a severe risk factor for many chronic diseases, there are many interventions
aimed at reducing unhealthy food consumption and improving overall health. Understanding
why people make unhealthy dietary choices, or decide to participate in health activities, can help
health professionals and policymakers design effective interventions that reduce obesity, or
improve overall health. Thus, it is important to understand how the cognitive or psychological
process relates to people’s decision-making as it relates to health.
The first paper in this thesis explores the “delay discounting” phenomenon, which is a risk
factor for increasing unhealthy diets, becoming overweight, or even becoming obese. Delay
discounting has been an important research topic because it plays a role in producing numerous
health outcomes. Thus, it is important to understand how the delay discounting process relates to
unhealthy diets. People who discount the value of future health outcomes prefer immediate
rewards (e.g., enjoyment/taste) even though there a larger reward from delaying is available
(e.g., good health status). In this paper, we expect to capture whether nutrition education reduces
delay discounting, thus signaling that nutrition education may help to offset delay discounting in
health decision-making. Our analysis, therefore, provides a guide for designing more effective
interventions that help increase overall health.
The second paper in this thesis examines the effectiveness of incentives as they play a
significant role in behavioral interventions, such as weight control programs. Potential negative
psychological spillover effects complicate the incentives’ effectiveness because the indirect
psychological effect, also called the ‘crowding out’ effect, has the potential to counter policy
goals since it can make targeted behavior less desirable. To understand this ‘crowding out’
effect, it is important to first examine whether, and how, people with different types of
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motivations respond differently to weight control programs with and without incentives. Our
analysis can aid in effective development of targeted recruitment strategies for weight control
programs, as well as improved intervention design that minimizes the negative spillover of
incentives.
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CHAPTER 2: Does Nutrition Education Reduce Delay Discounting?
2.1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
People tend to discount future choices and future consequences (e.g., Ainslie, 1975; Rachlin,
1995; Rachlin et al., 1991). This phenomenon can be expressed in many terms, such as time
discounting, present consumption bias, delayed gratification, and delay discounting, among
others. In this paper, we will use the term delay discounting, unless otherwise indicated. To be
clear, delay discounting refers to the cognitive process of discounting a delayed reward or cost.
Delay discounting has important implications for understanding choices related to many
intertemporal problems, especially related to health. Benefits associated with health decisions,
such as the benefits of healthy eating, are usually regarded as a very distant-future benefits and
therefore contain uncertain causality (Davis & Serrano, 2016). Because health benefits likely
occur in the future, individuals who have a present consumption bias are at risk for health
problems like obesity. However, delay discounting is also recognized as a malleable latent trait
and may be altered by the environment (e.g., Becker & Mulligan, 1997; Bickel et al. 2011;
Mischel et al., 1989). Consequently, we intuitively expect that a nutrition education may offset,
or reduce, delay discounting and further health problems.
This paper aims to provide evidence that nutrition education has an effect on delay
discounting. We expect that increased knowledge of nutrition information will increase the
weight people place on future health outcomes, or stated alternatively, will reduce delay
discounting. We anticipate this outcome because a lack of information on health and nutrition
often means less motivation in pursing healthy habits now. Therefore, this paper aims to examine
whether senior nutrition students have a lower rate of delay discounting than those who are in
other majors. However, because it is known that delay discounting can be domain dependent, we
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consider this question in two domains: money and food. We first utilize a survey designed to
measure the key discount parameters in a quasi-hyperbolic money discounting model. We then
also utilize a consideration of future consequences scale for food as a measure of discounting. A
2 x 2 factorial design is utilized where the survey is administered to freshman non-nutrition
majors, freshman nutrition majors, senior non-nutrition majors, and senior nutrition majors. A
difference-in-differences model is then estimated and “majoring in nutrition” does not seem to
have any significant effect on delay discounting in the money domain. However, we find that
nutrition education does have a negative effect on delay discounting in the food domain.
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2.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
MODERATORS AND MEDIATORS
Before reviewing previous works in detail, we describe the relationship between variables
used in our model. Mediators are explanatory variables through which another variable may
operate (e.g., stress may be a mediator for unemployment). On the other hand, moderators are
variables that moderates (i.e., accentuate or attenuate) the effect of another variable, like
education on food quality choice (Davis & Serrano, 2016). Unlike a mediator, a moderating
variable could influence the strength or direction of a relationship so that it can be specified as a
certain condition, which represents a significant implication in the relationship (Rose et al.,
2004). For example, gender can moderate the effect of delay discounting on present consumption
bias.

DELAY DISCOUNTING AND UNHEALTHY DIETS
Over the past decade, a significant amount of research has sought to understand the effect of
delay discounting on unhealthy diets and obesity (e.g., Appelhans et al., 2012; Barlow et al.,
2016; Courtemanche et al., 2015; Davis et al., 2010; Dodd, 2014; Fields et al., 2011; Garza et al.,
2016; Komlos et al., 2004; Leitch et al., 2013; Rasmussen et al., 2010; Rollins et al., 2010;
Zhang & Rashad, 2008). Generally, the findings from the literature are consistent in that a higher
degree of delay discounting is positively associated with less-healthy diets.
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DELAY DISCOUNTING AND OBESITY (OR BMI)
Since unhealthy diets can lead to weight gain or obesity, researchers have examined the
relationship between delay discounting and obesity (e.g., Chabris et al., 2008; Dodd, 2014;
Jarmolowicz et al., 2014; Ikeda et al., 2010; Weller et al., 2008). For example, Weller, et al.
(2008) tested 112 students to examine the relationship between delay discounting and obesity,
and found that those who discount more have a higher incidence of obesity. Although no
correlation was found in male students, obese female students tended to choose more immediate
and smaller monetary rewards. Dodd (2014) showed that intertemporal discounting is a risk
factor for increased BMI. Controlling for demographic variables such as age, education, and
income, another study tested 100 adults, including 49 healthy weight, and found that overweight
and obese individuals exhibited higher delay discounting rates than underweight and healthy
individuals (Jarmolowicz et al., 2014). Ikeda et al. (2010) also found that people with high BMIs
are more likely to choose an immediate monetary reward over a future monetary reward. Schiff
et al. (2016) found that higher BMIs meant steeper food discounting rates, which demonstrates
the degree of impulsivity toward immediate food rewards.

DELAY DISCOUNTING AND MODERATORS
Much research has also found that there is heterogeneity in individuals’ discounting. Delay
discounting varies from person to person and tends to be higher for younger people, males,
people having a lower socioeconomic status, and less-educated people with high-risk obesity
(Barlow et al., 2016). Smith et al., (2005) showed that black and Hispanic men, and black
women had positive associations between delay discounting and body mass index.
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DELAY EFFECT, MAGNITUDE EFFECT, AND DOMAIN DEPENDENCE
While the idea of delay discounting is intuitive, the construct seems inconsistent in terms of
length of the delay (the delay effect), and magnitude of the reward (the magnitude effect). The
delay effect refers to the fact that discount rates are usually higher for short delays than for
longer ones. This, also referred as dynamic inconsistency, implies that the discount rate declines
over time, and that the discount function value increases with the delay (e.g., Chapman, 1996;
Urminsky & Zauberman, 2015). The magnitude effect refers to the fact that discount rates are
usually lower for larger magnitude outcomes, even though the ratio of rewards may be same
(e.g., Chapman, 1996; Frederick et al., 2002; Prelec & Loewenstein, 1991).
Finally, delay discounting can be domain dependent. That is, one may have a different
discount rate in one domain (e.g., money) versus another (e.g., health). According to Story et al.
(2014), delay discounting for health decisions may have negative discounting, where discounting
occurs in the opposite direction than conventional, which is positive discounting. Some people
prefer not to discount at all and select healthier alternatives without time considerations; thus,
they exhibit zero-time discounting. This is because discounting behavior related to health
improvements reflects both pain and relief, which cannot be invested like a commodity or money
so health discounting behavior has a rather different effect from discounting commodities (Story
et al., 2014). Additionally, there are findings that do not extend discounting for monetary
rewards to health, and therefore have no association between discount measures and BMI
(Rasmussen et al., 2010).
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2.3 THEORETICAL MODEL
An intertemporal problem indicates that today’s choice will provide both immediate utility
and future utility. According to Laibson (1997), utility in terms of intertemporal choices can be
expressed:
,-"

* + & '"0+ ]

!" = $" [& '" + )
+./

At time t, people have a utility !" with an instantaneous utility function characterized by
constant relative risk aversion 2. Events 3 periods away are discounted. What distinguishes this
model from the standard expected utility discounting model is the b parameter, which is a simple
way of modeling time inconsistent preferences and phenomena, such as present consumption
bias. Importantly, recent research has connected the parameters of this utility function to specific
regions of the brain: b represents the value of immediate rewards associated with the limbic part
of the brain, while δ reflects long-run patience, which is associated with the lateral prefrontal
cortex that supports higher cognitive function (McClure et al., 2004). This widely-used model is
often referred to as a quasi-hyperbolic discounting model and appears to fit actual behavior well
(e.g. Laibson, 1997; Courtemanche et al., 2015).
The quasi-hyperbolic discount function is expressed:
V 4, 6 = {

4
6=0
}
"
4 ∙ )δ ∀ 6 > 0

In this function, an outcome has an immediate utility A, and a future utility 4 ∙ )* " if delayed
t periods into the future. The present-time value V of receiving utility A at time t is formalized as
exponential discounting with an additional preference for immediate rewards ), which applies to
all time periods except the first period (e.g., Story et al., 2014). This quasi-hyperbolic function
can capture the dynamically inconsistent preference: from the perspective of the decision maker,
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the marginal rate of substitution between periods are not equal at different points in time (e.g.,
Laibson, 1997).
To measure the discount rate, the valuation of a given outcome at different points in time
should be considered. This model is often referred to as “b - δ preferences” and Urminsky &
Zauberman (2015) used matching-based questions to depict future values for $200, and then
$1000 today to calculate these parameters, as shown below, for each person. This method is
efficient because it only requires one response to derive participants’ discount rate (e.g.,
Chapman, 1996; Urminsky & Zauberman, 2015). By asking about both $200 and $1000 future
values, we also capture the magnitude effect. Below are the appropriate formulas for $200 and
$1000 based on Courtemanche et al (2015). These four variables and their products will be the
dependent variables in our first analysis.

*?,@AA = (

C@AA /@///
)
D@AA

)?,@AA = (

$@AA
HI,JKK × D@AA

*?,/AAA = (

)

C/AAA /@///
)
D/AAA

)?,/AAA = (

$/AAA
HI,MKKK × D/AAA

)
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2.4 EMPIRICAL MODEL
We want to test whether the delay discounting variable differs by nutrition education. Of
course, one problem is that the effects may simply be due to education in general, not just
nutrition education. More generally, effects may simply be due to the passing of time. This
problem can be addressed with in a 2 x 2 experimental design and a difference-in-differences
model. Difference-in-differences (DID) is a quasi-experimental method that relies on the panel
structure of the data, and controls for unobservable and time-invariant characteristics. In our
application, Senior indicates the period variable (0: before; 1: after) and HNFE (nutrition major)
indicates the treatment variable (0: control; 1: treated). Students in the HNFE major were
assigned to the treatment group while other majors were considered the control group. The 2 x 2
design has the following matrix representation.

Figure 2. 2 x 2 design for Difference–in-Differences method

Control (Non-HNFE)

Treated (HNFE)

Senior = 0

NA

NA + N@

Senior = 1

NA + N/

NA + N/ + N@ + NO

where
NA = PQRS TUV W XQSYUV = 0, Z[\$ = 0
N/ = PQRS ]YTTQVQn'Q W XQSYUV = 1, Z[\$ = 0 − W XQSYUV = 0, Z[\$ = 0
N@ =PQRS ]YTTQVS'Q W XQSYUV = 0, Z[\$ = 1 − W XQSYUV = 0, Z[\$ = 0
NO = PQRS ]YTTQVQS'Q

W XQSYUV = 1, Z[\$ = 1 − W XQSYUV = 0, Z[\$ = 1

− [ W XQSYUV = 1, Z[\$ = 0 − W XQSYUV = 0, Z[\$ = 0 ]
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The key difference of interest is (NO ), which measures the difference between HNFE
freshman and seniors, and the difference between non-HNFE freshman and seniors. Thus, this
difference-in-differences isolates the nutrition education effect. Computing the difference in
averages between the treatment and control groups in each time period, and then taking the
difference of these results over time eliminates the bias in second period comparisons, which
result from permanent differences between the treatment and the control groups, and time-lapse
comparisons in the treatment group according to trends (Wooldridge, 2015). The underlying
DID model is written as:
ab = NA + N/ XQSYUV + N@ Z[\$ + NO XQSYUV ∗ Z[\$ + d? e ) + &?
In this equation, the dependent variable is time preference (TP) and other explanatory
variables for individual i (d? e ) are age and gender; (&? ) is an unobservable error term. We will
estimate six equations representing time preference on immediate and future rewards of $200
and $1000 (β200, δ200, β1000, and δ1000), and their products (δ200*β200 and δ1000*β1000).
Our main hypothesis of interest is that nutrition education has an effect on the time
preference (ZA : NO = 0

gh

Zi : NO ≠ 0).
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2.5 DATA
We collected data from 767 undergraduate students during the fall 2017 semester. The survey
included two broad sets of items: Set 1 collected participant demographic information, and Set 2
measured time-inconsistent preferences (Appendix A). The survey was administered to four
different groups of students: (1) freshmen non-nutrition majors, (2) freshmen nutrition majors,
(3) senior non-nutrition majors, and (4) senior nutrition majors.
We measured education level by year (i.e. “senior” for students in their fourth year of
college), and classified specific field of study by major. To create the variables of interested, we
generated an HNFE dummy variable (i.e. nutrition major) using 1 for HNFE major, and 0 for the
other majors. This dummy variable consisted of 353 HNFE students and 406 Non-HNFE
students. We also generated a Senior dummy variable, with 1 indicating senior, and 0 indicating
freshmen.
In terms of monetary value responses, participants were provided a hypothetical amount of
$X ($200, $1000) now, and asked for equal monetary compensation a month into the future, and
also one year from the time they complete the survey. Some students answered an equivalent
future monetary value below the present value ($200, $1000). Because we do not consider future
values below the given amounts, we truncated both the top 3% and the bottom 3% of
observations within our results distribution. After doing this, we generated time preference
measurements to serve as dependent variables δ_i200, β_i200, δ_i1000, and β_i1000. According
to Phelps (1968), the β and δ should be between 0 and 1; values equal to one mean a consistent
time preference, which is not the interest of this analysis. Thus, values which are out of the range
(0< β, δ<1) are truncated, as are their product values (δ_i200*β_i200 and δ_i1000*β_i1000)
when they equal one. The demographic controls include age, BMI, and a dummy variable for
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gender. Grade point average (GPA) is not used as a control variable because first-semester
freshmen do not have a GPA.
The survey also contains CFC validated to measure differences in the degree to which
individuals consider the potentially far-reaching consequences of current behavior, and the extent
that these potential outcomes could affect them (e.g., Dassen et al., 2015; Joireman et al., 2012;
Strathman et al., 1994). CFC-food is a recently adapted version of the Consideration of Future
Consequences Scale (e.g., van Beek et al., 2013). It incorporates words related to food/eating
behavior to physical activity/physical activity patterns. According to van Beek et al. (2013),
CFC-food contains 12 questions but we incorporated words related to eating behavior and
physical activity into the CFC questions, which increased the number of questions to 14. The two
extra questions were (Appendix B):
___13. When I make a food choice, I think about how it might affect my health in the future.
___14. My food choices are generally influenced by future health consequences.
The CFC contains two subscales, CFC-future and CFC-immediate. Higher scores on CFCfuture indicate more consideration of future consequences, while higher scores on CFCimmediate reflect more consideration of immediate ones. To calculate full scale scores, CFCimmediate items were reverse-coded (Questions 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12). Higher scores on the full
scale indicate more consideration of future consequences. Explanatory factor analysis of the
CFC-14 scale were used to check robustness; the analysis supported the presence of highly
reliable factors, resulting with a score of 0.8843.
Summary statistics are listed in Table 1. Although there were a total of 767 students
surveyed, some variables had some missing values, which accounts for why there are different
numbers of observations in Table 1. About 68% of the sample was female and the average age
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was about 20 years old. Nutrition majors accounted for about 50% of the sample, and about 34%
of the sample were seniors. Responses from juniors and sophomores for the senior variable were
eliminated in the statistical model and not reported, which accounts for the decreased number of
observations for the senior variable. On average, student responses for $200 future values were
smaller than those for $1000. As indicated above, we truncated some extreme values, making the
β and δ values seem reasonable as well.

[Table 1 here]
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2.6 ESTIMATION AND RESULTS
The following is the model specification:
ab = NA + N/ XQSYUV + N@ Z[\$ + NO XQSYUV ∗ Z[\$ + d? e k + &?
According to the quasi-hyperbolic function, as δ and/or β (i.e., TP) increases, the outcome of
future utility 4 ∙ )* " , if delayed t periods into the future, will also increase. If education is a true
positive moderating variable, then we would expect nutrition education to lead to higher values
of δ and/or β, which is captured by the interaction terms (i.e., NO ). Results are listed in Table 2.
Consistent with expectations, the interaction terms associated with $200 are all positive, such as
δ_i200 (0.011), β_i200 (0.012), as are values for the interaction models δβ_i 200 (0.018).
However, the education effect on the time preference regarding $1000 are opposite, such as
δ_i1000 (-0.007), β_i1000 (-0.008), and δβ_i1000 (-0.011). These effects, however, are not very
large in the context of the dependent variable values and, more importantly, the effects are not
statistically different from zero. Thus, it appears from this analysis that nutrition education does
not moderate delay discounting (i.e., decrease delay discounting).
Since some demographic variables seem insignificant, we performed an F test to determine
whether gender, age, and BMI are jointly equal to zero. We tested whether demographic
variables have effect on the time preference. We can conclude that at least one of these variables
affects time preferences such as δ_i200 (0.0045), δβ_i200 (0.0249), δβ_i1000 (0.0416),
however, we failed to reject the hypothesis for others: β_i200 (0.1410), δ_i1000 (0.2041),
β_i1000 (0.4059). Despite this result, we ran each model with different explanatory variables
(e.g., only age and BMI) to capture different results. As seen in Table 2, there are slight
differences in magnitude, but all signs are in the same direction, except δ_i200, and more
importantly, the nutrition education effects are still not statistically different from zero.
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Interestingly, our results consistently indicate that females discount more than males, and older
students discount more than younger students (i.e., signs are negative and some are statistically
significant). Also, students who have high BMI are likely to discount more than others.

[Table 2 here]

Although the important properties (e.g., delay effect, magnitude effect) are conserved in
another domain (e.g., Lim, & Bruce, 2015), there may be a different discount rate in one domain
(e.g., money), versus another (e.g., health). Thus, domain context may be important (e.g., Story
et al., 2014). Since we have restricted our attention to the monetary value domain in the previous
analysis, we expect to find different results by focusing on a more direct food domain.
To examine how two different domains (e.g., food and money) are related, we measure the
bivariate correlation between CFC (i.e., food domain questions) and each monetary value
responses as: δ_i200 (0.0112), β_i200 (0.013), δ_i1000 (0.0026), β_i1000 (-0.0266), δβ_i200 (0.0168), and δβ_i1000 (-0.0225) (Table 3). The correlation measures the two variables’
closeness in statistical terms. The positive correlation coefficient shows that as δ_i200, β_i200,
δ_i1000 get larger, the CFC also gets larger. However, as β_i1000, δβ_i200, δβ_i1000 increase,
the CFC value becomes smaller due to negative correlation. Despite these positive and negative
correlations, the magnitudes of the coefficients are almost negligible. It seems that two different
time measurements show low correlation because the closer the correlation coefficient is to 0, the
less closely the two variables are related. Thus, the low correlation between CFC scores and
monetary responses statistically supports our expectations for results in the two domains.
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[Table 3 here]

We repeated the same analysis (DID) using a Consideration of Future Consequences (CFC)
scale, food domain questions, and an alternative measure for delay discounting:
l\l = NA + N/ XQSYUV + N@ Z[\$ + NO XQSYUV ∗ Z[\$ + d? e ) + &?

We expected nutrition education (i.e., γ3) to lead to higher values on the CFC scale because
the more educated students are on nutrition and health, the more they tend to consider future
health consequences. Consistent with our expectation, the coefficients of nutrition students had
positive signs and large magnitudes (i.e., 3.987). Thus, senior nutrition students, who have more
nutrition knowledge, have higher scores on the CFC scale, which indicates greater consideration
of future consequences. The coefficients were also statistically significant with a p-value of
0.003. Results are listed in Table 4.
Some coefficients showed opposite sign from the previous analysis. Females discounted less
(placed more weight on the future) than males, and older students considered future outcomes
more than younger students. This is consistent with literature review (e.g., Barlow et al., 2016),
which showed that, delay discounting tends to be higher for younger people and males.
As BMI increases, the CFC scale decreases (-0.206) in that the higher level of BMI (greater
probability of being overweight) students report, the less they consider future outcomes. This is
consistent with the article Schiff et al. (2016), which explained that higher BMIs were associated
with steeper food discounting, describing the degree of impulsivity. Some additional studies
show that obesity reveals increasing rates of delay discounting compared to controls (e.g., Garza
et al., 2016; Jarmolowicz et al., 2014).
[Table 4 here]
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2.7 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Most people discount the value of future outcomes and prefer immediate rewards, which
leads people to make unhealthy choices. It is important to understand how the delay discounting
process relates to unhealthy diets because it impacts people’s food decisions. Heavily
discounting future outcomes leads people to make poor health choices by offering immediate
rewards, like enjoyment, at the expense of long-term health. In this paper, we examined whether
nutrition education can offset the effect of discounting the future. To investigate the nutrition
effect, we created a 2 x 2 experimental design and a difference-in-differences model to capture
the true effect of nutrition education.
The effect of nutrition education on time preference, represented by (NO ), implies that there is
a relationship between nutrition education and time preference. However, as shown in the Table
2, all results from the interaction term are not statistically significant at a 5% level, so the
hypothesis is not supported. However, from the literature review, we know that the domain
context may be important as delay discounting may be domain dependent. Since the correlation
between monetary and health domains was low, results suggest that we consider the
Consideration of Future Consequences Food Scale (CFC) as an alternative measure for delay
discounting.
According to Urminsky & Zauberman (2015), matching-based questions are efficient in that
only one response is need to derive the discount rate. However, this method requires that
participants generate an equivalent number of a given amount of money in the future, which
could be more demanding for students, leading them to provide unreasonable answers (Urminsky
& Zauberman, 2015). It appears that this matching based-question method is challenging for
nutrition students, who may be unfamiliar with financial calcuations. This phenomenon may be
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explained by the $1000 regression results, which show unexpected trends. On possible reason for
these results is that students struggle more with the calculations dealing in bigger units. Thus, the
CFC-food questions directly make students consider future health outcomes in their dietary
choices, which is one possible reason we had different results (e.g. the effect of nutrition
education on delay discounting) in different domains.
Future work will explore the relationship between delay discounting and obesity. BMI is one
indicator of obesity that would be an endogenous variable to delay discounting. A higher
discount factor indicates a more patient consumer with lower food consumption and weight (e.g.,
Courtemanche et al., 2015). On the other hand, according to Ikeda et al. (2010), people with
higher BMIs are more likely to choose the immediate monetary reward.
Our analysis will provide guidance for designing more effective interventions to reduce
unhealthy food consumption and obesity rates by increasing the knowledge of delay discounting
such as the mechanism through which nutrition education operates. Perhaps more effective
nutrition education could be supplemented with cognitive process education (e.g., education on
delay discounting).
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Table 1. Summary statistics
Variable

Description/ Unit

Obs.

Mean

S. D.

Min, Max

766

0.684

0.465

[0, 1]

767

19.762

1.953

[17, 34]

HNFE =0 (Non-HNFE); =1 (HNFE)

759

0.465

0.499

[0, 1]

Senior =0 (Freshmen); =1 (Senior)

560

0.464

0.499

[0, 1]

740

23.35

3.43

[17.22, 37]

Month reward of $200 Dollar

711

363.36

192.68

[200, 1000]

Year reward of $200 Dollar

706

1349.646

1912.72

[200, 12000]

Month reward of $1,000 Dollar

697

1666.268

916.803

[1000, 7000]

Year reward of $1,000 Dollar

695

4972.855

6685.833

[1000, 50000]

δ_i200 truncated $200 and 0< δ<1

619

0.418

0.227

[0.014, 0.9999]

β_i200 truncated $200 and 0< β <1

627

0.677

0.202

[0.2, 0.9999]

δ_i1000 truncated $1000 and 0< δ <1

618

0.504

0.249

[0.03, 0.9999]

β_i1000 truncated $1000 and 0< δ<1

613

0.727

0.204

[0.153, 0.9999]

δ β _i200 truncated δ, β and 0< δ β <1

498

0.294

0.21

[0.017, 0.952]

δ β _i1000 truncated δ, β and 0< δ β <1

498

0.382

0.248

[0.02, 0.976]

758

48.687

8.061

[18, 70]

Gender =0 (Male); =1 (Female)
Age

BMI = weight(lb)/[height(in)]^2 x 703

CFC Full score of 14 items
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Table 2. Regression results with monetary responses
Variable

δ_i200

β_i200

Senior

0.124**

0.118**

0.059

0.125**

0.089*

0.058

0.047

0.081

HNFE

-0.001

0.003

-0.001

-0.014

-0.042

-0.044

-0.042

-0.052*

Senior*HNFE

0.011

0.021

0.009

-0.01

0.012

0.029

0.013

0.002

-0.06**

-0.075***

-0.052**

-0.049**

-0.049**

-0.015

-0.012

-0.009

-0.01***

-0.01*

-0.005

0.652***

0.814***

1.035***

gender -0.079***
age

-0.019*

BMI

-0.009**

constant

1.005***

-0.022**
0.821***

Variable

δ_i1000

0.861***

-0.008
-0.005

-0.003

0.810***

0.876***

β_i1000

Senior

0.068

0.069

0.040

0.066

0.058

0.056

0.040

0.057

HNFE

0.020

0.027

0.020

0.012

-0.023

-0.026

-0.024

-0.032

Senior*HNFE

-0.007

-0.013

-0.008

-0.022

-0.008

-0.0002

-0.008

-0.019

gender

-0.057*

-0.044

-0.055*

-0.044*

-0.044*

-0.043*

age

-0.008

-0.008

-0.005

-0.005

-0.007

BMI

-0.005

-0.005

-0.003

-0.002

0.632***

0.635***

0.881***

constant

0.784***

0.650***

Variable

δ β _i200

0.872***

-0.003
-0.002

-0.0003

0.785***

0.768***

δ β_i1000

Senior

0.094

0.094

0.055

0.082

0.074

0.073

0.041

0.071

HNFE

-0.019

-0.013

-0.019

-0.033

0.010

0.017

0.009

-0.008

Senior*HNFE

0.018

0.027

0.018

0.003

-0.011

-0.014

-0.011

-0.034

-0.056**

-0.071**

-0.091***

-0.078**

-0.088***

-0.005

-0.010

-0.01

-0.009**

-0.006

-0.006

0.521***

0.499

0.751***

gender -0.074***
age

-0.011

BMI

-0.009**

constant

0.727**

-0.015
0.585**

0.600***

-0.004
-0.006

-0.003

0.575***

0.522*

Note: Coefficients are reported
Note: Robust standard errors. *, **, *** denote 10%, 5% and 1% significance level respectively.
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Table 3. Correlation matrix

CFC

δ_i200

β_i200

δ_i1000

β_i1000

δ β _i200

δ β _i1000

0.0112

0.0130

0.0026

-0.0266

-0.0168

-0.0225
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Table 4. Regression results with CFC scales
CFC
Variable

Coef.

Coef.

Coef.

Coef.

Senior

-0.239

-0.957

0.611

0.028

HNFE

1.376

1.366

1.358

2.056**

Senior*HNFE

3.519**

3.987***

3.565**

4.061***

gender

2.959***

3.187***

2.879***

age

0.260

0.279

BMI

-0.206*

constant

44.955***

39.863**

0.082
-0.209*

-0.309***

49.797***

52.177***

Note: Robust standard errors. *, **, *** denote 10%, 5% and 1% significance level respectively.
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CHAPTER 3: Are We Reaching Those Most In Need?: Motivation Profiles and
Willingness-to-Participate.
3.1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Incentives play a significant role in behavioral interventions, such as weight control
programs because of their ability to motivate people to make certain choices. Positive incentives,
or rewards, serve as positive reinforcements for desired behavior because they promote effort
and performance (e.g., Lazear, 1996). Numerous research shows that monetary rewards have
important implications for encouraging weight loss and greater levels of physical activity (e.g.,
Butsch et al., 2007; Cawley & Price, 2009; Finkelstein et al., 2008; Jeffery et al., 1993; Jeffery &
French, 1999; Jeffrey & Wing, 1995; Kullgren et al., 2013).
However, potentially negative psychological spillover effects complicate their effectiveness
(e.g., Frey, 1994). The indirect psychological effect, also called the “crowding out” effect, has
the potential to counter policy goals, such as those that aim to improve individuals’ health, since
it can make targeted behavior less desirable. To be clear on this effect, the term “extrinsic
motivation” means the performance of activities to achieve an expected outcome, while
“intrinsic motivation” refers to the performance of activities for the inherent satisfaction of the
activity itself (e.g., Ryan & Deci, 2000). Extrinsic motivation diminishes learning efforts because
people who posse this type of motivation rely on external expected outcomes as their motivation
to put in voluntary learning efforts; when incentives are absent, motivation is as well (e.g., Frey,
1994). On the other hand, previous work finds that intrinsic motivation is associated with
spontaneity and creativity, independent of whether or not rewards are present (e.g., Amabile,
1983; Koestner et al., 1984). Frey & Osterloh (2001) argue that, under reward based systems
(i.e., when incentives are given), extrinsically motivated people tend to complete the specified
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task without question. They are also less likely to prefer more challenging work in the future.
Thus, to promote performance, a different type of incentive, called intrinsic motivation, may be
preferable (e.g., Frey & Jegen, 2001; Williams et al, 1996).
One study investigated the effects of financial penalties, which were introduced at daycare
center to urge parents to minimize the occurrence of late pick ups (Gneezy & Rustichini, 2000).
However, the parents’ intrinsic motivation to pick up their kid(s) on time was crowded-out by the
introduction of monetary penalties because it made parents feel that the teachers were getting
paid to stay late with the children. Titmuss (1970) also found that private monetary incentives for
blood donations would decrease the supply of donated blood because monetary compensation
would undermine social values. Likewise, some research suggests that incentives may release
people from moral responsibility and result in unexpected effects. For example, some people
view compensation for environmental harm through monetary payments as giving polluters the
right to damage the environment (e.g., Frey & Stutzer, 2008; Spash, 2010). However, it seems
that there are few studies that analyze the effects of incentives on health related behaviors.
This study aims to capture the “crowding out” effect on health-related behaviors by
evaluating participation in a weight control program. We proposed that incentivized programs
impact most people with extrinsic motivations. It is not clear whether or not “crowding out”
effects occurred, mainly because people of extrinsic motivation are the most vulnerable.
Furthermore, if incentivized programs mainly attract extrinsically motivated people, it is
important to know how to attract intrinsically motivated people, as well as people lack
motivation altogether, and who may also benefit from the program. Knowing participant
motivation profiles is important for informing intervention/program design, especially for
program recruitment and retention strategies.
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3.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC MOTIVATION
Intrinsic motivation, which is the main concept of self-determination theory, simply refers to
taking actions for the sole purpose of individual enjoyment and satisfaction. Curiosity, selfesteem, and individual long-term efforts usually drive these actions (Życińska et al., 2012).
Distinctions between intrinsic and extrinsic motivations encompass not only different reactions
to external interventions, but also different modes of behavior (Frey, 1994). However, it is hard
to distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (Frey & Osterloh, 2001). According to
Promberger and Marteau (2013), health-related behaviors present an added challenge in
deciphering motivation because they are complex in nature, often involving both intrinsic and
extrinsic motivations. Health behaviors are never selected for enjoyment alone (i.e., pure
intrinsic motivation), meaning they are at least partly motivated by outcome considerations
(Promberger & Marteau, 2013).
According to Życińska et al. (2012), intrinsic and extrinsic motivation cannot be compared.
Rather, there is a continuum, depending on the degree of autonomy, reflected in behavior
change. The order from most to least self-determined is: intrinsic, integrated, identified,
introjected, and external (e.g., Ryan & Deci, 2000; Życińska et al., 2012).
According to the Treatment Self-Regulation Questionnaire (TSRQ), there are three forms of
regulation: amotivation, controlled motivation, and autonomous motivation (e.g., Levesque et al.,
2006). Amotivation represents the absence of motivation and reflects people who may
participation in specific tasks but are not driven by any internal or external purpose. Controlled
motivation represents when people experience external pressure to change; often, a potential
reward or negative outcome, like a punishment or guilt, is present. Two forms of controlled
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motivation are external regulations (e.g., rewards or punishments) and introjected regulations
(e.g., accolades) (e.g., Ryan & Deci, 2000). Autonomous motivation, however, represents when
an individual makes their own choices without any external influence - when weight control
behavior is positively valued or perceived, or simply for individual enjoyment or satisfcation.
Autonomous motivation measures their internal reason for behavior through extrinsic and
intrinsic motivation (Williams et al, 1996). Because motivations for health behaviors are hard to
distinguish as either extrinsic or intrinsic, implementing identified regulations (e.g., valued by
the individual) and integrated regulations (e.g., goals), which are extrinsic but somewhat
autonomous, can significantly aid decision-making to effectively carry out tasks (e.g., Lavesque
et al., 2006; Vallerand et al., 2008). Under this assumption, the TSRQ method constructs
autonomous motivation with intrinsic, integrated, and identified regulation (Życińska et al.,
2012). Thus, autonomous motivation refers to internally self-determined behaviors, while
controlled motivation is related to activities regulated by external pressures. To be clear, in this
paper we will use the terms “controlled motivation as extrinsically motivated” and “autonomous
motivation to intrinsic motivation,” unless otherwise indicated. In terms of behavioral control
program participation, we expect that these three types of motivation will signify why people
choose to engage in healthy behavior.

CROWDING OUT- THE NEGATIVE EFFECT OF INCENTIVES
Many studies have found that there is a trade-off between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation
(e.g., Benabou & Tirole, 2003; Frey & Osterloh, 2001). This means that extrinsic motivation can
conflict with intrinsic motivation so that incentives (e.g., rewards or punishments) reduce
intrinsic motivation; external controls may harm individuals’ self-esteem and create a
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dependence (Marshall & Harrison, 2005). Though the intent for using incentives is positive (i.e.,
to aid in healthy choices), studies have found that introducing monetary rewards for certain tasks
can have negative consequences on intrinsic motivation (e.g., Deci et al, 1999; Deci & Ryan,
1985).
A study of the ‘hidden costs of rewards’ explains how extrinsic motivation leads to the
crowding out of intrinsic motivation (e.g., Benabou & Tirole, 2003). When individuals perceive
external controls, they tend to substitute intrinsic motivation for extrinsic motivation because
they feel over-justified. For example, when people perceive external regulations, such as
monitoring, they tend to minimize the efforts they exert because they feel that extra efforts will
not result in additional rewards or worse penalties. However, when low levels of external
rewards are present, people must justify their performance, which means they increase their
intrinsic motivation (e.g., Benabou & Tirole, 2003; Frey, 1994; Rotter, 1966). Based on the
literature, we expect to see that autonomous motivation is associated with positive health
behaviors, such as engagement and persistence in the weight control program. However, people
with amotivation and controlled motivation are expected to show different results.
Numerous studies have emphasized the importance of developing intrinsic motivation or
self-determination (e.g., Benabou & Tirole, 2003; Condry & Chambers, 1978). Previous research
has shown that higher autonomous motivations result in greater engagement and long-term
persistence. (e.g., Ryan & Deci, 2000; Markland et al, 2005). Thus, the solution to this crowding
out effect is to minimize external rewards to let people make their own decisions (Benabou &
Tirole, 2003). Therefore, people should justify why they pursue work and increase their sense of
autonomy (Frey, 1994).
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3.3 EMPIRICAL MODEL
We explore the involvement of weight control programs to impact people with different
motivation profiles by offering two programs, one without, and one with financial incentives. We
then estimate motivation influence on the probability of “change-of-mind” when different
incentives are presented. Binary and multiple response models are proposed to estimate the effect
of motivation types on individuals’ willingness-to-participate in a weight control program.
First, due to the dichotomized nature of the response variables, we use a binary response
model to investigate the motivation profiles of participation willingness. Assuming the error
distribution to follow a normal distribution, we estimated probit regressions: the latent variable
model is specified to Y?∗ = ) e d? + &? where Y?∗ represents the unobserved dependent variable,
whose value over a certain threshold will result in the Y (i.e., participation is observed and
“partic”=1). The d? is a vector of independent variables including amotivation, controlled
motivation, autonomous motivation, and demographic factors (i.e., age, gender, race, education
level, and household income). ) represents a vector of the estimated coefficients, and &? is the
error term. In the case of the probit model, the probability of observing participation willingness
takes the following form: Prob r? = 1|d = Φ(d , )), where r? is the observed participation
indicator. We present the marginal effect in this report to show the impact of average marginal
change of one independent variable on the probability of participation in the weight control
program while holding others constant.
In addition, when individuals are asked to indicate “yes”, “maybe,” or “no” to the
participation decision, a multinomial probit model is estimated. It is informative to examine
whether the marginal effects are similar or different in the probability of stating a definite “yes,”
versus stating a “maybe,” relative to “no.”
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3.4 DATA
The data was collected by a National Institute of Health (NIH) funded project to study over
2,000 overweight/obese patients recruited from an electronic patient database1. It explored
individuals’ willingness to participate in a hypothetical weight control program and their
response to different financial incentive constructs within the program. The participants of this
economic stated-preference mail survey were recruited through research partner, Carilion Clinic,
a health-care provider located in Roanoke, Virginia, with a patient population over 200,000
(100,000 of which are overweight or obese adults). Carilion Clinic maintains a comprehensive
electronic medical record and administrative data that enables the identification of eligible
participants (overweight or obese patients who are at least 18 years old), as well as low income
and minority participant oversampling information.
The survey used describes a weight control program with and without financial incentives,
and asks about participation willingness (Appendix C). The survey contains Treatment SelfRegulation Questionnaire (TSRQ) that is validated to measure different forms of motivations to
assess individuals’ reasons for engaging in the weight control program (Levesque et al., 2006)
(Appendix D). The TSRQ is a derived scale that assesses the level of motivation within selfdetermination theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985). Intrinsic and extrinsic motivations are measured with
seven Likert scales, and all items are averaged to construct motivation measurements. Levesque
et al., 2006 found the validity and reliability of this measurement across a variety of health
behaviors, such as diet and physical activity. To verify robustness, internal consistency of the
three subscales is assessed using principal factor analysis (Cronbach’s alpha). Overall, internal
consistencies (extrinsic motivation=0.8627, and intrinsic motivation = 0.8816) are adequate,
1

The project described was supported by Award Number R21HL097308 from the National Heart, Lung, And Blood Institute.
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except for one low value for the amotivation subscale (0.4147). These values determine the
strength of the relationship and this paper interprets them based on the 0.7 cutoff (Revelle, 2016).
All empirical models in this study control standard demographic factors that may affect
program participation willingness, such as age, gender, race, education, and income.

[Table 5 here]
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3.5 ESTIMATION AND RESULTS
We answer the following empirical questions:
1) What kinds of people are more likely to show definite willingness to participate (respond
“yes”) in a weight control program without incentives, as compared to “maybe”/“no?”
2) What kinds of people are more likely to show definite willingness to participate in a weight
control program without incentives, and what kinds of people are more likely to say “maybe,” as
compared to “no?”
3) When incentives are presented, what kinds of people are more likely to participate (respond
“yes”), versus opt-out (respond- “no”)?
4) When incentives are presented, what kinds of people change their mind from “no” to “yes,” or
from “yes” to “no?”
To answer the first empirical question, “what kinds of people are more likely to show
willingness to participate (definite “yes”) in a weight control program without incentives
present,” we create a binary dependent variable that indicates 1 if the participant’s answer is
“yes,” and 0 if the answer is “no” or “maybe” to study the effects of different types of motivation
on participation without incentives.
The results show that higher extrinsic motivation, or higher intrinsic motivation, mean
individuals are more likely to say yes to the weight control program: extrinsic regulation (0.029)
and intrinsic motivation (0.121). Furthermore, according to the magnitude of marginal effect,
intrinsically motivated people respond more positively than extrinsically motivated people.
Consistent with our expectations, females are more likely to choose “yes” to the program and
older people are less likely to, with coefficient values of 0.125 and -0.006 respectively.
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[Table 6 here]

To explore the second research question, what kinds of people are more likely to show
definite willingness to participate, and what kinds of people are more likely to say “maybe,” as
compared to “no,” while incentives are still not presented, we estimate a multiple response
model: ‘yes vs. no,’ and ‘maybe vs. no’. Results show that people who have higher intrinsic
motivations are more likely to say “yes” by 11.6%, but the probability of “no” decreases by
3.8%. However, those with higher extrinsic motivation are more likely to say “yes” by 3.2%, and
less likely to choose “no” by 4.1%. This result is consistent with the previous analysis that
people with higher extrinsic and intrinsic motivations are more likely to say “yes” and less likely
to say “no” to participating in the program. That is, both motivation types show the same trend
for “yes” and “no” responses. However, “maybe” results reveal that people with higher intrinsic
motivation are less likely to say “maybe” (-0.079), but people with higher extrinsic motivation
are more likely to say “maybe” (0.008). In summary, increases in extrinsic and intrinsic
motivation increase the probability of individuals responding with a definite “yes” to the
program without incentives, but the intrinsic motivation has a larger marginal effect than
extrinsic motivation. Furthermore, intrinsic motivation increases will result in statistically
significant decrease in the probability of someone stating “maybe” to participation. The “maybe”
response implies that individuals are less likely to say definite “yes” to programs without
incentives as more intrinsically motivated individuals tend to show a higher probability of
participation.
Gender and age also influence the probability of different answers. As an individual’s age
increases, the probability of choosing “yes” decreases by 0.6%, while “no” increases by 0.3%,
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and ”maybe” by 0.2%. If the participant is female, their probability of choosing “yes” is 12.7%
more, 3.8% less for saying ‘no’, and ‘maybe’ 8.8%, compared to males, which is consistent with
previous analysis.

[Table 7 here]

To analyze the third question, which explores the type of people that are likely to respond
“yes,” versus “no,” while in the incentivized program, we estimate motivation types on
individuals’ willingness-to-participate when incentives are present. This informs program design
about the type of individuals most likely to be attracted to incentivized programs.
The survey’s incentive choice questions follow a fractional factorial design to allow for
nonorthogonal combinations of incentive attributes that are randomly presented to survey
participants. Each survey participant sees four different choice questions that ask them to choose
among incentive program A, B, or neither of them (i.e., opt-out). For the purpose of this study,
we use answers to the first question to avoid errors caused by the ordering effect, which
expresses how question order can influence research outcomes. Furthermore, we pick two
subsamples of survey participants who see the same version of the choice questions, and mainly
see differences in the magnitude combination of their first question. Differences between the two
subsamples are:
1) Pair of incentives with magnitudes of $2 and $4 per weigh-in (i.e., small incentive choice).
2) Pair of incentives with magnitudes of $16 and $24 per weigh-in (i.e., large incentive choice).
Within the subsamples, individuals face the same choices.
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We create a binary response variable that equals 1 if the survey participant indicated “yes” to
either incentivized program A or B, and 0 if the participant indicated “neither.” The average
marginal effects are presented in table 5. Consistent with our expectations, we find that
incentivized programs with large incentive magnitudes are likely to reach people with high
extrinsic motivations (0.055). Interestingly, small incentive pairs with intrinsic motivation are the
most likely to say “yes” (0.068). These results may infer that incentivized weight control
programs with large incentive award magnitudes may attract individuals with high extrinsic
motivation who are most vulnerable to “crowding-out” effects to begin with.

[Table 8 here]

To answer the fourth research question, what kinds of people change their mind when
incentives are given, we estimate the influence of different motivations on the probability of
“change-of-mind.” First, we focus on people who stated “no” or “maybe” to the weight control
program without incentives, but chose program A or B when incentives were added. Second, we
consider only people who stated “yes” to the program without incentives, but neither program A,
nor program B when incentives were present. Table 6 and Table 7 present average marginal
effects for change of mind cases for small incentive magnitudes and large incentive magnitudes
respectively.
First, when small incentives are present ($2 vs. $4 per weigh-in), intrinsically motivated
people are more likely to change their mind and say “yes” to the program (0.122). However,
more extrinsically motivated people are less likely to change their mind and decide to participate
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(-0.055). When incentives have small magnitudes, both types of motivation are less likely to
back out of participation (-0.252, -0.138).
Older individuals tend not to change their mind to participate (-0.012), while people with
higher education levels (e.g., college and post college) are more likely to change their mind, and
the coefficients’ magnitudes are large (0.388, 0.432, 0.405).

[Table 9 here]

When the magnitude is large ($16 vs. $24 per weigh-in), people who are extrinsically
motivated are more likely to change their mind and say “yes” (0.117). However, extrinsically
motivated people are also likely to change their mind to say “no” (0.011), but this result is not
statistically significant at a 10% level, leaving no support for this result. Females or older people
are more likely to change their mind to cancel their willingness to participate (0.694, 0.014).

[Table 10 here]

Overall, results imply that program incentive design targets people by considering different
motive profiles. Existing policies may underestimate the detrimental negative incentive effects,
or “crowding out.” Understanding this effect is helpful for designing programs that can persuade
people who have different motivation profiles. Additionally, if crowding out happens, the
program can make monetary incentives less attractive as a means to promote participation.
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3.6 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The negative, indirect psychological effect, ‘crowding out,’ can counter policy goals by
making the desired behavior less attractive. To understand this effect, we examined whether, and
how, individuals respond to weight control programs with and without incentives. Using the
TSRQ tool, this analysis summarizes motivation profiles for individuals who are willing to
participate in a weight control program when incentives are absent, and while incentives are
present. We also examine motivation profiles for people who change their mind about
participation when incentives are presented. There is clear pattern that shows how intrinsically
and extrinsically motivated people are more likely to say “yes” to a weight control program
without incentives. The larger-magnitude incentive pairs ($16 vs. $24) tend to attract
extrinsically motivated people and make them change their mind from “no” to “yes.” However,
as small magnitudes of incentives are presented, intrinsically motivated people are actually more
likely to change their mind to say “yes” to the program. Also, with small incentives, both
intrinsically and extrinsically motivated people are less likely to opt-out of the program.
We would be hasty to conclude that intrinsic motivation is more effective for health activities
than extrinsic because numerous economic studies have found that incentives promote more
performance in many areas, like health care (e.g., Cooper & Culery, 1973). This analysis
provides further guidance for designing more effective interventions that minimize the negative
spillover of incentives by considering different recruitment strategies to target different
individuals.
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Table 5. Summary statistics
Variable

Description

Obs.

Mean

S. D.

Min, Max

=1 (Yes); =2 (No); =3 (Maybe)2

1,251

1.847

0.917

[1, 3]

Participation

=0 (No/Maybe); =1 (Yes)

1,251

0.508

0.500

[0, 1]

Incentivized

=0 (Neither); =1 (Program A or B)

1,220

0.756

0.430

[0, 1]

Changemind1

=0; =1 (No/Maybe→Program A or B)

575

0.623

0.485

[0, 1]

Changemind2

=0; =1 (Yes→Neither)

611

0.118

0.323

[0, 1]

Amotivation

1,212

2.519

1.250

[1, 7]

Extrinsic motivation

1,223

2.926

1.494

[1, 7]

Intrinsic motivation

1,222

5.787

1.215

[1, 7]

Age

1,222

50.009

14.742

[19, 88]

Response

Gender

=0 (Male); =1 (Female)

1,282

0.431

0.495

[0, 1]

White

=1 (White)

1,260

0.490

0.500

[0, 1]

Black

=1 (Black)

1,260

0.411

0.492

[0, 1]

Asian

=1 (Asian)

1,260

0.040

0.197

[0, 1]

Native

=1 (Native American)

1,260

0.005

0.069

[0, 1]

Other

=1 (Other race)

1,260

0.054

0.226

[0, 1]

1,263

0.120

0.325

[0, 1]

1,263

0.242

0.429

[0, 1]

1,263

0.372

0.484

[0, 1]

= 1 if college graduate

1,263

0.148

0.355

[0, 1]

= 1 if post graduate

1,263

0.117

0.322

[0, 1]

Less 40,000 income

= 1 if $10,000 or less - $ 40,000

1,222

0.529

0.499

[0, 1]

More 40,000 income

= 1 if $40,001 - $75,000

1,222

0.268

0.443

[0, 1]

More 75,000 income

= 1 if $75,001+

1,222

0.202

0.402

[0, 1]

Less high school
High school
Some college
College graduate
Post graduate

2

= 1 if 8th grade or less than high school
diploma

= 1 if high schools or GED
= 1 if college without diploma or tech
graduate

The response variable reflects 50.8% of Yes, 13.6% of No, 35.6% of Maybe.
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Table 6. Average marginal effect by binary model (without incentives)
Without incentive
dy/dx
-0.002

std. err.
0.013

Extrinsic motivation

0.029***

0.010

Intrinsic motivation

0.121***

0.014

age

-0.006***

0.001

female

0.125***

0.031

black

0.041

0.030

asian

-0.137*

0.071

native

0.309**

0.123

other

0.069

0.056

High school

0.043

0.053

Some college

0.125**

0.051

College graduate

0.096

0.059

Post graduate

0.107*

0.061

Less 40,000 income

0.030

0.037

Amotivation

More 75,000 income
0.047
0.038
Note: *, **, *** denote 10%, 5% and 1% significance level respectively. N = 1,037
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Table 7. Average marginal effect by multiple responses model (without incentives)
AME
dy/dx

std. err.

Yes

-0.004

0.013

No

0.008

0.008

maybe

-0.004

0.013

Yes

0.032***

0.010

No

-0.041***

0.009

0.008

0.011

Yes

0.116***

0.014

No

-0.038***

0.008

maybe

-0.079***

0.014

Yes

-0.006***

0.001

No

0.003***

0.001

maybe

0.002**

0.001

Yes

0.127***

0.031

No

-0.038*

0.020

-0.088***

0.032

Yes

0.041

0.030

No

-0.058***

0.019

0.017

0.031

Yes

-0.146**

0.071

No

0.017

0.051

maybe

0.129*

0.078

Amotivation

Extrinsic motivation

maybe
Intrinsic motivation

age

female

maybe
black

maybe
asian
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native
Yes

0.320***

0.113

No

0.034

0.113

-0.354***

0.015

Yes

0.064

0.057

No

-0.025

0.040

maybe

-0.039

0.062

Yes

0.040

0.053

No

-0.012

0.029

maybe

-0.028

0.053

Yes

0.121**

0.051

No

-0.067**

0.027

maybe

-0.054

0.051

Yes

0.091

0.060

No

-0.058**

0.029

maybe

-0.033

0.059

Yes

0.104*

0.062

No

-0.048

0.029

maybe

-0.056

0.062

Yes

0.032

0.037

No

0.021

0.024

maybe

-0.053

0.037

Yes

0.045

0.038

No

0.063**

0.030

maybe
other

High school

Some college

College graduate

Post graduate

Less 40,000 income

More 75,000 income

maybe
-0.108***
0.038
Note: *, **, *** denote 10%, 5% and 1% significance level respectively. N = 1,037
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Table 8. Average marginal effect for incentivized programs.
Small incentive choice: $2 vs. $4

Large incentive choice: $16 vs. $24

Amotivation

dy/dx
0.029

std. err.
0.028

dy/dx
-0.036

std. err.
0.023

Extrinsic motivation

0.025

0.025

0.055**

0.023

Intrinsic motivation

0.068**

0.033

0.015

0.025

-0.008***

0.002

-0.003

0.002

female

0.0003

0.077

0.028

0.065

black

0.129**

0.063

-0.002

0.065

asian

-0.105

0.156

-0.147

0.117

native

-0.065

0.219
-0.025

0.130

age

other
High school

-0.004

0.107

0.069

0.096

Some college

0.242***

0.089

0.109

0.097

College graduate

0.191**

0.082

0.118

0.106

Post graduate

0.19**

0.082

0.119

0.130

Less 40,000 income

0.041

0.095

-0.037

0.069

-0.215*
0.112
-0.039
Note: *, **, *** denote 10%, 5% and 1% significance level respectively.
N = 119 for small incentives and N = 163 large incentives, respectively.
More 75,000 income

0.089
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Table 9. Average marginal effect for $2 vs. $4 incentivized programs (change of
mind).
yes→no3

no→yes
dy/dx
-0.03

std. err.
0.046

dy/dx
-0.125**

std. err.
0.051

Extrinsic motivation

-0.055*

0.032

-0.252**

0.103

Intrinsic motivation

0.122*

0.066

-0.138***

0.049

-0.012***

0.003

0.017***

0.006

female

-0.108

0.147

0.078*

0.043

black

0.307**

0.130

-0.082*

0.048

asian

-0.415***

0.133

High school

0.129

0.174

-0.04

0.086

Some college

0.388***

0.141

-0.267***

0.038

College graduate

0.432***

0.091

-0.079

0.069

Post graduate

0.405***

0.079

-0.156***

0.034

0.256*

0.131

0.096**

0.038

Amotivation

age

native
other

Less 40,000 income

-0.435***
0.097
0.486***
Note: *, **, *** denote 10%, 5% and 1% significance level respectively.
N = 40 for small incentives and N = 71 large incentives, respectively.
More 75,000 income

3

0.047

This table saying that the resulting variance matrix nonsymmetric due to limited cell variations
cause the robust standard errors to be non-computable.
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Table 10. Average marginal effect for $16 vs. $24 incentivized programs (change of
mind).
no→yes

yes→no

Amotivation

dy/dx
-0.012

std. err.
0.041

dy/dx
0.114**

std. err.
0.057

Extrinsic motivation

0.117**

0.049

0.011

0.035

Intrinsic motivation

0.019

0.043

-0.114

0.103

age

-0.003

0.004

0.014*

0.007

female

0.11

0.113

0.694**

0.315

black

0.098

0.117

0.161

0.099

asian

-0.22

0.241

High school

0.083

0.169

-0.065

0.118

Some college

0.031

0.190

College graduate

0.111

0.202

-0.055

0.153

Post graduate

0.221

0.274

Less 40,000 income

0.036

0.134

-0.243

0.152

native
other

-0.024
0.158
Note: *, **, *** denote 10%, 5% and 1% significance level respectively.
N = 76 for small incentives and N = 35 large incentives, respectively.

More 75,000 income
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS
Understanding why people make unhealthy dietary choices, or decide to participate in health
activities, can help health professionals and policymakers design effective interventions that that
reduce obesity, or improve overall health.
The first paper in this thesis examines whether nutrition education has a negative effect on
the rate of delay discounting. We estimate a difference-in-differences model, and “majoring in
nutrition” does not seem to have any significant effect on delay discounting. However, we find
that the domain for delay discounting is important in capturing the effect of nutrition education.
Thus, by measuring time preferences with food domain questions, instead of monetary value
responses, nutrition education has a significant effect on delay discounting. Our analysis,
therefore, provides guidance for designing more effective interventions that help increase overall
health by increasing the knowledge of nutrition content as well as delay discounting in health
decision-making.
In the second paper, we examine whether, and how, people with different types of
motivations respond to weight control programs with and without incentives. Our models
estimate motivation profiles of people who expressed willingness-to-participate in a weight
control program without incentives, and then with incentives. Following this analysis, we
estimate motivation influence on the probability of participant “change-of-mind” when
incentives were presented. The result show that people who are more intrinsically or extrinsically
motivated are more likely to decide to participate in weight control programs without incentives,
although intrinsic motivation has a relatively larger effect. We find that when incentives are
presented, extrinsically motivated people only respond positively to larger-magnitude incentives,
while intrinsically motivated people only respond positively to small-magnitude incentives. Also,
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with small incentives, both intrinsically and extrinsically motivated people are less likely to optout of the program. The result implies that rewards or punishments can serve a positive role in
the short term, but not necessarily in the long term. These findings provide useful information for
weight control program’s targeted recruitment strategies and can improve intervention design to
minimize negative spillover from incentives.
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APPENDIX

A. Survey used in the first paper.
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B. Consideration of Future Consequences-Food Scale.
1. I consider how my health might be in the future, and try to influence my health with my day to
day eating behavior.
2. Often I engage in a particular eating behavior in order to achieve outcomes that may not result
for many years.
3. I only choose my food to satisfy immediate concerns, figuring the future will take care of
itself.
4. My eating behavior is only influenced by the immediate (i.e., a matter of days or weeks)
consequences of my actions.
5. My convenience is a big factor in the food I choose or my eating behavior.
6. I am willing to sacrifice my immediate happiness or well-being I derive from my eating
behavior in order to achieve future outcomes.
7. I think it is important to take warnings about negative consequences of my eating behavior
seriously even if the negative consequence will not occur for many years.
8. I think it is more important to perform eating behavior with favorable distant consequences
than eating behavior with less favorable immediate consequences.
9. I generally ignore warnings about possible future consequences of my eating behavior because
I think they will be resolved before they reach crisis level.
10. I think that sacrificing particular food now is usually unnecessary because future outcomes
can be dealt with at a later time.
11. I only choose my food to satisfy immediate concerns, figuring that I will take care of future
problems that may occur at a later date.
12. Because my day to day eating behavior has specific consequences, it is more important to me
than behavior that has distant outcomes.
13. When I make a food choice, I think about how it might affect my health in the future.
14. My food choices are generally influenced by future health consequences.
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C. Survey used in the second paper.
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D. Treatment Self-Regulation Questionnaire (TSRQ).

